
Workshop:

Responsible AI in
Fintech

January 18, 2023
Azrieli, Triangle Tower

Understand the risks for 
your company and what 
to do about them
AI and machine learning are 
revolutionizing our work. When 
developed and used responsibly, 
AI/ML can be extremely effective. 
However, irresponsible use of these 
technologies can harm customers, 
societies, and the companies that 
develop and use them.

This workshop focuses on 
responsible AI in Israeli fintechs. The 
goal is to better understand the 
risks that AI poses in fintech and 
what fintech companies should do 
about it.

The target audience is people who 
work in the Israeli fintech 
ecosystem, including all roles that 
relate to AI/ML, such as executives, 
engineers, data scientists, product, 
risk, marketing, sales, and academics.
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About the 
Organizers

IDSI 
The Israel Data Science Initiative is the 
coordinating body for the seven Data Science 
Research Centers located in Israel's research  
universities.

Agenda
9:30-10:00 |  Welcome

10:00-10:50 | AI risks in fintechs

11:00-11:50 | AI ethics in business

  The business case for AI ethics
Ravit Dotan
AI Ethics Expert

   AI-related regulation in Israel
Josef Gedalyahu
Director, Technology Law & 
Regulatory Policy, Office of the 
Deputy Attorney General 

   Startup perspective
Yair Adato
CEO at Bria.ai

12:00-13:00 |  Lunch 

13:00-13:50 | 

14:00-14:50 | 

14:50-15:15 | Closing  

Registration fee
300 NIS

Apply by Jan. 5
Here

The workshop
 will be in Hebrew

 Refreshments

Ravit Dotan, PhD 

Ravit will be the host of the workshop. She 
is a subject matter expert in AI ethics and is 
active in the academic, private, and 
non-profit sectors. In the academic sector, 
she directs the CAIR Lab as a postdoctoral 
associate with the University of Pittsburgh 
Center for Governance and Markets. 

The CAIR Lab

The Collaborative AI Responsibility Lab is a 
research lab at the University of Pittsburgh’s 
Center for Governance and Markets. The lab’s 
goal is to increase the adoption of  responsible AI 
by combining  community-engaged research with 
activism.

Provided

Talk and discussion

Hands-on activity

Hands-on activity

Evaluate your
company

Improve your
company

Participation confirmations 
will be sent by Jan. 10

https://idsi.net.technion.ac.il/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSctwFYMu1BNmaIk7Rtjb55ipUORXxpaw2bW7OqHqcf-3UJbLg/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://www.ravitdotan.com/
https://www.cgm.pitt.edu/cair-lab
https://www.cgm.pitt.edu/cair-lab

